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Classical Guitar
Profile
Born in 1985 in Wesel (Germany), Tristan Angenendt was regarded early as one of the greatest talents on the guitar in his country. At the age of
only 14 years he was accepted to study in the renowned class of Prof.
Hubert Käppel at the University of Music and Dance Cologne. As one of
the most successful guitarists of his generation he holds more than 30
prizes and awards in national and international competitions. His debut
CD Between the Centuries was published by KSG/Exaudio in 2012 and
received consistently outstanding reviews. He is currently teaching at
the University of Music and Drama Rostock.
“His tonal qualities and his extraordinary intelligent interpretations make him an exceptional musician. Tristan is undoubtedly the best German guitarist of his generation."
Prof. Hubert Käppel (University of Music, Cologne), 2014
“He is an extremely sensitive musician, who works conscientiously on his development and on authentic, clear interpretations. His playing is characterized by sovereignty, great stylistic attention, a
fine sound and a very intelligent design.”
Prof. Hans-Werner Huppertz (University of Music, Aachen), 2016

Press reviews
“A master on the guitar.” - Neue Rhein Zeitung (Germany), April 30th 2015
“How is it possible, that someone is that good in playing guitar […] Angenendt’s fingers speed the
strings of his instrument up and down with incredible virtuosity and concentration […].“ - General
Anzeiger Bonn (Germany), March 10th 2013
“In each piece Tristan Angenendt amazed by his precise playing and expressive sound.” - Rheinische Post (Germany), May 6th 2014
“When listening to Angenendt, one realizes that he is not just playing an instrument. He feels the
music and tells the audience his feelings.” - Borkener Zeitung (Germany), March 31st 2014
„[...] very expressive, with great range of dynamics and best technique.“ - Ruhr Nachrichten,
August 29th 2017
“Concerning the classical guitar it has unfortunately become a bit quiet in our concert halls. The
days when the genius Andres Segovia filled large halls seem to be over for now. The more pleasing it is that outstanding soloists such as Tristan Angenendt are able to revive the beauty of the
strings’ magic again and again.“ - Mittelbadische Presse (Germany), June 21st 2015
“Virtuosic and expressive […] perfect in every aspect […]. Secure technique and a great sound
merge with a high level of musicality.“ - Akustik Gitarre (Germany), January 2014
„The fascination of nimble hands […] technically and musically extraordinary […].“ Frankfurter Neue Presse, 06.03.2017
“Technically perfect […], natural, effortless and elegant.” - Gitarre & Laute (Germany), April 4th 2013
“He continues the lineage Llobet, Segovia and Bream.” Gendai Guitar (Japan), September 2012
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Artistic biography
Born in 1985 in Wesel (Germany), Tristan Angenendt was regarded
early as one of the greatest talents on the guitar in his country. In
1992 he received his first lessons with Günter M. Schillings at the
music school in his hometown. At the age of only 14 years he was accepted to study in the renowned class of Prof. Hubert Käppel at the
University of Music and Dance Cologne, where he graduated with
honours. Further studies with Aniello Desiderio at the Koblenz International Guitar Academy and masterclasses with most of the leading
guitarists in the world complete his artistic education.
Tristan Angenendt has won more than 30 prizes and awards at
national and international guitar competitions, making him the most
successful German guitarist of his generation. Meanwhile, he himself is invited regularly as
a judge to various competitions in Germany and abroad.
He made his debut as a soloist with orchestra at the early age of twelve, followed by his
first full solo recital in Lemgo (Germany) one year later. Since then, he is performing all
over Europe and in South America, captivating both audiences and the press, who regu larly praises his “brilliant technique”, “great expression” and his “extraordinary diversity of
sounds”. With his well-conceived, dramaturgically cleverly designed programs and a
diversified, demanding repertoire, Tristan Angenendt is one of the leading ambassadors of
his instrument in the German concert landscape. In addition to his career as a soloist he
took part in several chamber music projects with internationally acclaimed artists like
Hubert Käppel and Takeo Sato. Among other formations, he performs regularly as part of
the Angenendt Guitar Duo with his wife Martina.
His debut CD Between the Centuries with 20th and 21st century works (including several
world premier recordings) was published by KSG/Exaudio in 2012 and received consistently outstanding reviews in guitar magazines and publications, including Akustik Gitarre,
Gitarre & Laute (Germany) and Gendai Guitar (Japan). Live recordings and productions for
national and international radio and TV stations complete his artistic activities and were
broadcasted in a total of 20 countries in Europe and Asia.
Since 2007 Tristan Angenendt pursues a regular teaching activity and is currently teaching
his own guitar class at the University of Music and Drama Rostock and works as head of
the strings department at music school of the city of Langenfeld. Students from his classes
have already won numerous prizes in competitions. As a sought-after teacher, Tristan
Angenendt is also regularly invited to give master classes at international guitar festivals
and as a guest lecturer to various conservatories and universities in Germany and abroad.
Further information, contact, photos and videos online on:
www.tristanangenendt.de
and on:
• Youtube
• Facebook
• Twitter
• Soundcloud

www.youtube.com/user/TristanAngenendt
www.facebook.com/TristanGuitar
www.twitter.com/AngenendtGuitar
www.soundcloud.com/tristanguitar

Between the Centuries on Spotify:
https://open.spotify.com/album/3h6QFKAWldW3ng0tsReSTO

